Fragments

Mist

60 or 110 cm

FRAGMENTS and MIST two designs by Marc van der Voorn for AAN-UIT
wwww.marcvandervoorn.nl | ww.aanuit.nl

The flex is 120 cm long and easy to adjust to the right length.
There is a round and squar stainless steel cover . For a set we offer a stainless
steel beam with two flexes with 60 or 110 cm interspace.

MIST @ Toonkamer - Utrecht

The FRAGMENT and MIST hanging lamps have an intens
and rich print on the inside of the shade. The lamp
transforms when the light is turned on. The print inside
the shades is invisible when the light is off.
When turned on, the shade lights up and the rich colors
emerge.
FRAGMENTS and MIST are the perfect lamps to make a
good atmosphere at home or at the office .
Two models and four prints
Both models are available in a narrow and straight
ver sion.
FRAGMENTS is available with a grey print.
MIST is available in three color ranges:
From pink to blue , yellow to blue and grey to white .
One or a set of two
A single shade comes with a stainless steel ceiling cover.
For a set of two we have a ceiling beam with two
flexes. The flex is 120 cm long and easy to adjust to the
right length.
The inter space between the two flexes is 60 or 110 cm.
FRAGMENTS and MIST are both designs by
Marc Th. van der Voor n for AAN-UIT

Models: Nar row and Str aight
Material: Chintz with a pr int
Colors:
• Pink - Blue
• Yellow - Blue
• Grey - White
Dimentions:
Nar row: Diameter 32 / 42 - hight 36 cm
Str aight: Diameter 50 cm - hight 28 cm
Lightsource:
E27 socked - lightsource max. 60 W
Suitable for an ener gy-saving light bulb
Flex:
The flex is 120 cm long and easy to adjust to the r ight length.
There is a round or square ceiling cover to choose from.
Set:
Besides a single shade we offer a set. There is a ceiling beam with an
inter space between the two flexes of 60 or 110 cm
Attention: The inter spacing with a set of str aight shades is only 110 cm.

